Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic for Semisupervised Multimodal Hashing.
Retrieving nearest neighbors across correlated data in multiple modalities, such as image-text pairs on Facebook and video-tag pairs on YouTube, has become a challenging task due to the huge amount of data. Multimodal hashing methods that embed data into binary codes can boost the retrieving speed and reduce storage requirements. Since unsupervised multimodal hashing methods are usually inferior to supervised ones and the supervised ones require too much manually labeled data, the proposed method in this paper utilizes partially available labels to design a semisupervised multimodal hashing method. The labels for unlabeled data are treated as an interval type-2 fuzzy set and estimated by the available labels. By defuzzifying the estimated labels using hard partitioning, a supervised multimodal hashing method is used to generate binary codes. Experiments show that the proposed semisupervised method with 50% labels can get a medium performance among the compared supervised ones and achieve approximate performance to the best supervised method with 90% labels. With only 10% labels, the proposed method can still compete with the worst compared supervised one. Furthermore, the proposed label estimation method has been experimentally proven to be more feasible for a multilabeled MIRFlickr data set in a hash lookup task.